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A.

Introduction and purpose of this memorandum

1.

After the introduction of a suite of Rate Framework Review [“RFR”]
policies in September, 2017, which were heavily criticised by the
employer community, the Board regrouped and redrafted the policies.

2.

A joint Chair’s Advisory Group [“CAG”] meeting has been convened
for Monday April 16, 2018. Only 30 minutes has been allowed for a
discussion of the policies.

3.

This suggests that the Board has a high level of confidence in the policies.

4.

LAL met with Sean Baird (“SB”), at Sean’s request, on Tuesday, April
10.

5.

As expressed in an email following the meeting:
Overall opinion: The revisions respond to several of the core criticisms set out in my October 6, 2017 letter to
Kate Lamb (attached for reference). A few new drafting issues are apparent, but with the exception of one,
these are not earth-shattering. The new policies correct the most egregious problems with the first policy
suite. I found Sean and his associate more open and amenable to commentary that was apparent in the first
meeting last September. The meeting was constructive. Several suggestions were noted and they agreed to
review them. In other cases, I gave them a “heads-up” as to what would likely be addressed at next Monday’s
CAG meeting. This is a good sign.

6.

This briefing note is drafted to assist in the April 16 CAG meeting. It will focus on the most significant
changes (there was several “word-smithing” type adjustments to curtail some redundancies, and these will
not be addressed), and highlight any remaining/ongoing or new concerns, and provide a few suggestions for
questions to be posed at the meeting.

7.

The briefing note will address each of the seven policies. I will outline the initial LAL recommendations as
set out in the October 6, 2017 letter (“LAL Letter”), the core changes, if any, any recommendations, and
my opinion on the efficacy of the policy.

8.

This report is designed simply to assist in Monday’s meeting and is not to be construed as a full analysis of
the RFR policies.

9.

As there is limited time devoted to this in the CAG meeting, it is suggested that any questions posed focus
on core and significant issues. It is unlikely that the WSIB will be amenable to any suggestions that would
materially alter the approval timetable. They likely seek to “get on with it.”
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B.

Temporary Employment Agencies

1.

Several word-smithing changes were made due to redundancy.

2.

Refer to page 2, “Client Employers not included in Schedule 1”

3.

I referred to O. Reg. 175/98, s. 12 (see below) in the meeting with SB.
OPERATIONS CARRIED ON PARTLY AS A BUSINESS
12. The payroll of workers engaged in operations carried on partly as an industry under Schedule 1 and
partly as an industry not under Schedule 1 shall be rated and dealt with by the Board as if all the operations
were under Schedule 1. O. Reg. 175/98, s. 12.

4.

I asked SB if the drafters considered s. 12. I indicated that my opinion was that it likely would not apply,
however an express WSIB position should be sought.

5.

With respect to the September Draft, the LAL Letter noted:
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6.

The WSIB responded to this suggestion. The para. now reads:

7.

LAL Opinion: This is satisfactory. There are no other issues with this policy.

C.

Coverage Status

1.

Refer to page 1, “Policy.” In the LAL Letter, I wrote:

2.

The Board responded and the revised policy now reads:

3.

LAL Opinion: This is satisfactory.
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4.

Refer to page 3, “Exclusions from mandatory coverage.” In the LAL Letter, I wrote:

5.

The Board responded and the policy now reads:

6.

The new language is an improvement, although I requested that SB briefly explain the specific application
being sought.

7.

Refer to page 5, “Employer with multiple non-mandatory business activities.” In the LAL Letter, I
wrote:

8.

This is still a problem. The revised policy reads (at page 5):
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9.

LAL Opinion: I advised SB this should be adjusted. Payroll segregation should be sufficient. It should
be raised at the meeting. This though “is not a hill to die on.”

10.

There are no other issues with this policy.

D.

The Classification Structure

1.

Several changes have been made. The revised policy for the most part is acceptable with two exceptions.

2.

Refer to page 3, “Ancillary Operations.” The revised policy reads:

3.

In the meeting with SB, I questioned the use of the phrase, “To ensure fair and stable premium setting . . .”
The policy then explains that ancillary operations are not classified separately. I presented the following
points:

4.

a.

All WSIB policies are presumed to advance a goal of fairness.

b.

It is however subjective to categorize the classification of ancillary operations in this manner as
“fairer.” Many employers argue otherwise (particularly with respect to administrative payroll).

c.

Moreover, the scheme is set out in regulation (O. Reg. 175/98), and as regulations supersede
policy, a WSIB “fairness” policy statement is redundant.

LAL Opinion: The words, “To ensure fair and stable premium setting, the” should be struck from the
policy.
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5.

Refer to page 5, “Aggregated Payroll.” The revised policy reads:

6.

The use of the word (1st line) “cannot” is problematic. If one “cannot” then, of course, one “will not”.
However, if one “does not” that doesn’t necessarily mean one “cannot”. The WSIB really means “does
not.”

7.

LAL Opinion: Change “cannot” to “does not”.

8.

There are no other issues with this policy.

E.

Associated Employers

1.

The Liversidge Letter suggested the terms in this policy were vague and ambiguous:

2.

LAL Opinion: This element has been corrected.
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3.

The Liversidge Letter advanced a particular concern with respect to “Associated employers in
construction”:

4.

LAL Opinion: This element has been corrected. This section has been expunged from the revised policy.

5.

The revised policy (at page 2), uses the term “relative majority.” SB could not explain the use of this term.

6.

LAL Opinion: “Relative majority” must be either defined or changed to “majority.”

7.

A new section (at page 3) “Transferring experience” is very problematic.

8.

This is new. The policy creates a new and distinctive set of rules for associated employers that is not
applied to other business ownership transactions.
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9.

A case for this distinctive treatment has not been advanced.

10.

The Workplace Safety & Insurance Act speaks to the question of successor employers in ss. 146(1) & (2):
Obligations of successor employers
146 (1) This section applies when an employer sells, leases, transfers or otherwise disposes of all or part of the
employer’s business either directly or indirectly to another person other than a trustee in bankruptcy under the
Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act (Canada), a receiver, a liquidator under the Winding-up and Restructuring Act
(Canada) or a person who acquires any or all of the employer’s business pursuant to an arrangement under the
Companies’ Creditors Arrangement Act (Canada). 1997, c. 16, Sched. A, s. 146 (1); 2017, c. 34, Sched. 45, s.
3.
Liability of person
(2) The person is liable to pay all amounts owing under this Act by the employer immediately before the
disposition.1997, c. 16, Sched. A, s. 146 (2).

11.

Sections 146(1) & (2) only addresses “all amounts owing” up to the point of sale. The proposed policy
does much more but only for associated employers.

12.

The existing WSIB policy, “Document Number 14-02-05, Employer Accounts, Closures” (April 01,
2016) is consistent with WSIA s. 146 but not the proposed policy. The proposed policy is introducing a
new and significant approach.

13.

LAL Opinion: This element requires attention. This element should be removed from the RFR policies.
A stand-alone policy discussion coordinated within the stakeholder community is required. This is not an
essential element to RFR, and must be addressed in a suitable and comprehensive manner. The proper
“policy place” for this element is the “Employer Accounts: Closure” policy, not the RFR policies.
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F.

Employer Premium Adjustments

1.

The Liversidge Letter advised:

2.

The policy has been revised but not for the better. See page 2 and 3.

3.

LAL Opinion: Three (3) years should be changed back to seven (7) years.
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G.

Single and Multiple Premium Rates

1.

This policy is greatly improved.

2.

The Liversidge Letter noted that:

3.

The revised policy responds to this concern and alters the meaning of “significance.”

4.

Not only is the previous 25% threshold adjusted to 20% (an improvement) but more significantly the use of
the conjunctive “or” in the above excerpt drastically alters the application of the policy.

5.

LAL Opinion: This policy is now satisfactory. The earlier absurd results have been removed.
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H.

Employer Level Premium Rate Setting

1.

Revisions have been made to ostensibly simplify the language (according to the Board). Whether this has
been achieved is a subjective conclusion.

2.

This policy though explains the “nuts and bolts” of RFR adjustments, is not simple (the program is
exceedingly complex) and cannot be simply explained.

3.

The Liversidge Letter did not comment on the precursor policy. There is no need for comment on the
revised policy.

L.A. Liversidge
April 12, 2018
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